Abstract-This paper considers capacity scaling in the recently proposed two-way MIMO (multiple input multiple output) relay channel. In the two-way relay channel, two nodes use a relay for exchanging data with each other. Under the assumption that each node has perfect receive channel state information and all nodes work only in half duplex mode, this paper shows that the sum capacity scales linearly with the number of transmit antennas and logarithmically with the number of relays, as the number of relays grows large. This result shows that with twoway relay channels it is possible to asymptotically (in the number of relays) obtain full-duplex performance while using only halfduplex nodes.
I. INTRODUCTION
Relay channels are a basic component of multi-hop networks where a relay node assists the transmission from a source to a destination [1] , [2] . Several different relaying protocols have been proposed with different objectives including increasing capacity [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] or enhancing coverage through cooperative diversity [8] , [9] . Recently, the MIMO (multiple input multiple output) relay channel has attracted a lot of interest [10] , [11] , where the source, relay, and destination have multiple antennas. Upper and lower bound on the capacity of MIMO relay channel are derived in [3] . Although the capacity of MIMO relay channel with fixed number of relays is unknown, capacity scaling behavior of MIMO relay channel has been established in [14] , when the number of relays grow large.
An enhancement of the MIMO relay channel is the MIMO two-way relay channel, introduced in [15] . In the MIMO twoway channel, two nodes use relays to exchange messages with each other, so each node acts both as a source and a destination. A system block diagram for a MIMO two-way relay is provided in Fig. 1 , with two nodes T1 and T2 who want to exchange information. In the first time slot, both T1 and T2 are scheduled to transmit simultaneously while the relays receive. In the next time slot, relays are scheduled to transmit and both the terminals T1 and T2 receive. The terminals use knowledge of the signals they sent in the first time-slot to cancel the known interference they receive from the relay in the second time slot. For this two-way relaying protocol, with using a single relay K = 1 and assuming that all the nodes are full-duplex (receive and transmit at the same time), achievable rate regions for T1 and T2 are derived in [16] for different protocols (amplify and forward, decode and forward, compress and forward). These achievable rates do not match with the best known upper bound [17] and the capacity region of two-way relaying is unknown in general. Specializing this result for the case of Gaussian channels and half-duplex nodes, [15] shows that by using two-way relaying one can remove the 1 rate loss factor in spectral efficiency due to half duplex assumption on the nodes. Even for this special case, the capacity region is unknown.
The goal of this paper is to study the scaling behavior of sum capacity of large networks [12] , [13] , [14] with MIMO two-way relaying for Gaussian channels. We consider the same two-way protocol as proposed by [15] with K relays, where no relay has any data of its own. We assume that both T1 and T2 are equipped with M antennas, while all the K relays have N antennas each. We also assume that perfect receive channel state information (CSI) is available at both T1 and T2 while transmit and receive CSI is available at all relays. Under these assumptions, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
* sum capacity and show that it is possible to achieve the upper bound on the coherent MIMO two-way relaying sum capacity upto a 0(1) term, without any cooperation between T1 and T2. Combining our upper and lower bounds, our main contribution is a characterization of the MIMO two-way relaying sum capacity as the number of relays grow large.
Notation: Throughout this paper the following notation is used. The superscripts T,H represent the transpose and transpose conjugate. M denotes a matrix, m a vector and mi the jth element of m. E(f) denotes the expectation of function f, 1 11 denotes the usual Euclidean norm of a vector.
Im is a m x m identity matrix. We use the usual notation for u(x) = (9(v(x)) if v(x) remains bounded, as x -> oo. Variance of a random variable a is denoted by var(a). CMXN denotes the set of M x N matrices with complex entries. x P > y denotes that random variable x converges to y with probability 1. I(x; y) denotes the mutual information between x and y, H(x) the entropy of x and h(x) the differential entropy of x. For the definition of I(x; y), H(x) and h(x) we refer the reader to [19] .
II. Two-WAY RELAYING SYSTEM MODEL A. Protocol
We consider a wireless network where there are two terminals T1 and T2 who want to communicate to each other via K relays. The K relays do not have any data of their own but only help T1 and T2 to exchange information. We assume that all the K relays are located randomly and uniformly in a area of fixed size. We assume that both the terminals T1 and T2 have M antennas and all the K relays have N antennas each. N > 1 and is independent of M. We assume that there exists no direct path between T1 and T2 and that they can communicate only through the K relays. The transmission from terminals T1 and T2 is in spatial multiplexing mode i.e. M antennas at each terminal, transmit M independent data streams. We further assume that both the terminals and all the relays can operate only in half-duplex mode (cannot transmit and receive at the same time). The MIMO two-way relaying protocol is summarized as follows [15] . In the first time slot, both T1 and T2 are scheduled to transmit and all the relays receive a superposition of the signals transmitted from T1 and T2. In the next time slot, all the relays are scheduled to transmit simultaneously and both the terminals receive.
B. Channel and Signal Model
We represent the forward channel between T1 and the kth 
where Qk, Pk denote the average signal energy received at T1 and T2 in the second time slot while w are z are M x 1 spatio-temporal white complex Gaussian noise vectors with S(WWH) = e(ZZH) = o2IM. We assume that there is a average power constraint at each of the relays, given by k(tk) = N. Throughout this paper we assume that both T1 and T2 perfectly know {Hk, H(r), Gk, G(r)} V k in the receiving mode but not in the transmit mode. while each relay knows the CSI i.e. the kth relay knows either {Hk, Gk} or {H(r), G(r) }, in both the receive and the transmit mode. We call this setup as coherent MIMO two-way relaying. The path loss and shadowing effect parameters Ek, Pk, Fk and Qk V k are assumed to be independent random variables, strictly positive bounded and remain constant over the entire time period of interest.
III. UPPER BOUND ON THE COHERENT MIMO TWO-WAY
RELAYING CAPACITY Theorem 1: If the number of relays K -> oc, the sum capacity of coherent MIMO two-way relaying is upper bounded by M log (K) + 0 (1).
Proof: To prove the upper bound we make use of the cutset bound (Section 14.10 [19] ). Separating the terminal T1 first and then T2, from the rest of the network and applying the cutset bounds on each cut, as shown in Fig. 2 u1,u2,. .. uMT. Each data stream xi and ui V i 1, 2, ... M is generated using random Gaussian codebook with S{XfHx} = S{XfHx} = M (to meet the power constraint). We partition the set of relays into 2M sets, with each set (of size K/2M) being responsible for one of the 2M data streams.
We denote by Xl and Ul, the set of relays assigned to data stream xl and ul, 1 = 1, 2,... , M, respectively. Each relay belonging to the set Xi or lI does MRC on the incoming signal and MRT while transmitting the signal, for data stream xl and ul, respectively. Finally we assume that at each terminal (T1 or T2), th data stream is independently decoded by the ith receive antenna and we do not consider any cooperation between the terminals T1 and T2.
The main idea behind this protocol is the following. Each relay in the network is assigned to one out of the total 2M data streams, for which it performs MRC while receiving the signal and MRT while transmitting the signal. Since there are K relays in the network, each data stream is served by K/2M relays. As K -> oc, more and more relays help each data stream in a coherent fashion and provides with an approximate SNR of log K for each data stream. This protocol is similar to one given by [13] , [14] . With the help of this protocol we have the following Theorem on the achievable rate for coherent two-way relaying.
Theorem 2: For coherent MIMO two-way relaying between T1 and T2, each equipped with M antennas, via K relays (each with N fixed number of antennas), the achievable sum rate scales as M log (K) + 0( (1) 
E{A} K/M Hence from (7), the achievable rate from T1 > T2 is given to the fact that with perfect CSI each terminal is able to cancel by off the self interference its own transmitted signal generates. 
